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in: Article stubs, Johnny the Homicidal Maniac Edit Share You may be looking for Johnny C's character Johnny The Homicidal Maniac, often abbreviated as JtHM, is a black-and-white comic book series created by Jhonen Vasquez, and was his first work. It began as a series of short tapes



published in Carpe Noctem's Goth magazine and was later published in seven Slave Labor Graphics magazines. After the initial run, the series was collected in a trade paper called JTHM: Directors Cut. The Help Series follows the life of Johnny C., nicknamed Nny (pronounced knee), who
is a psychopathic killer, and Squee, his neighbor next door. Characters[edit | edit source] Questions[edit | edit source] Question 1[edit | edit source] Main article: JtHM (first number) Question 2[edit | edit source] Main article: JtHM (second number) Question 3[edit | edit source] Main article:
JtHM (third number) Issue 4[edit | edit source] Main article: JtHM (number four) Issue 5[edit | edit source] Main article: JtHM (number five) Issue 6[edit | edit source] Main article : JtHM (Number 6) Issue 7[edit | Edit Source] Main article: JtHM (number seven) Settings[edit | edit source] The
series was set in the mid-1990s in an unspecified city; the city resembles the same one seen on Invader ZIM. Decaying urban streets, shady alleyways and dirty shops serve as the backdrop to the series. Crumbling and covered in litter and graffiti, it's all in a state of dismal decay,
illuminated by neon signs of trashy consumer capitalism. Johnny lives in a dilapsed, single-story house with a street address of 777. The house has an extensive maze of tunnels below. Johnny uses underground rooms as dungeons and torture chambers, as well as a storage facility for
corpses, though he also buries the remains of his victims. The tunnels also provide him with a network in various locations, such as his neighbor Squee's residence. Johnny perceives the appearance of the house as constantly changing, although he does not specify whether this shifting is
the result of supernatural forces at work inside the house or his own psychosis. Johnny says he found the house and moved in some time ago. He also constructed an unidentified landing pad for flying objects on the roof. There's no case in the entire series where authorities or police are
looking for Johnny, and they don't seem to be aware of his existence. The later part of the story takes place in the afterlife. After accidentally shooting himself, Johnny travels first to Heaven and then to hell, and it turns out they both have more in common with Earth than he expected.
External links[| editing source] Article stubs Johnny The Homicidal Maniac Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Actor | Christopher Robin Born James Jonah Cummings on November 3, 1952, grew up in Youngstown, Ohio.Sooner or later, he moved to
New York There he designed Mardi Gras floats, he was a singer, a door-to-door salesman, and a Louisiana riverboat deckhand. Then Cummings moved to Anaheim, California, where he began his... The backlash over the images of the Sonic the Hedgehog live-action film that leaked earlier
this week was immediate and was loud. Even the creator himself mentioned that he didn't like the new design, saying fans don't like IRL Sonic would be a huge understatement. Not to be outnused, Johnny The Homicidal Maniac and Invader Zim creator weighed his own montage and equal
parts are hilarious and scary: Here's a first look at NNY's new design from his upcoming CG/live action movie! pic.twitter.com/o8kCuc4AL4 — Jhonen Vasquez (@JhonenV) March 6, 2019 Reactions to a common joke were also invaluable, with of course a few respectable nods to Invader
Winter thrown there: Finally a live action adaptation for which we all plucked our eyes - iatethecrayon (@iatethecrayon) March 6, 2019 You after you've uploaded this.. pic.twitter.com/z0OTtm8U0q - ?? Julissa? (@Ultraviolezce)) March 6, 2019 thanks I absolutely hate it — Alex Purcell
(@purrrcell) March 6, 2019 I READ THE NOTICE AND WAS REALLY EXCITED BUT THEN I SAW A PICTURE OF THE DOOMSNE - ✨? rowan ?✨ (@edgywafflez) March 6, 2019 Somehow it's still less disturbing than audible - Alex Von T. (@AlexVonT) March 6, 2019 Whether you think
it's more or less disturbing than Sonic's moot point, because one of these actually happens. Despite many apparently not feeling the design, both fans and industry people, the film will continue to spin along with the images we've seen unless the design team decides to create a pivot.
Understandably, the overall reaction of fans was sharp although we learned a little more about the film alongside the images. According to a small blurred that has since been taken down: It would be difficult for you to find anyone in the world unfamiliar with SEGA's beloved IP, Sonic the
Hedgehog, writes Hamagami/Carroll. But global respect comes with a unique cost. In creating a worldwide licensing and packaging program that would be applied against targeting more audience demographics, it was necessary to strike a balance between staying true to the Sonic brand,
while appealing to global audiences and differentiating it from previous sonic goods packaging. The challenge of creating a global multi-demographic licensing and packaging program came with several strategic requirements: 1) to signal a new modern view of the brand without abandoning
its core essence, 2) appeal to worldwide audiences, and 3) are clearly different from previous merchandising efforts. Our approach has been to create a system that is versatile and modular, so a variety of Sonic IPs including Classic Sonic, Modern Sonic, Film Sonic, Sound and other events
could be seamlessly integrated within the basic packaging layout. 0comments The film itself, and the cult character's full design, will bring down theaters on October 8th. Do you think his design turned out? Do you agree with the masses or just don't understand the upset? Advertise in the
comments section below or hit me on Twitter @DirtyEffinHippy! While the idea of a live-action Sonic the Hedgehog film seems to present a rather pleasant idea, fans have found that the exact opposite of Paramount Pictures is currently underway. The speedster's teased realistic and leggy
design didn't exactly resonate with fans, the full look of the leaked character doesn't yield to those negative opinions either. Reactions poured in from all corners of social media regarding the new Sonic, with comic writer Jhonen Vasquez now also sounding off about his own. Known for his
contributions in the creation of Johnny the Homicidal Maniac and the animated show Invader Zim, Vasquez has now offered a live-action Sonic inspired by the redesign of his titular comic book character, Johnny Nny C. The artist jokingly cites the character's spicy new look for his upcoming
CG/live action film in his post. Here's the first look at NNY's new design from his upcoming CG/live action movie! pic.twitter.com/o8kCuc4AL4 — Jhonen Vasquez (@JhonenV) March 6, 2019 Whether Sonic's new look in the real world inspires creativity, ridicule, or a rare case of true
appreciation, we'll probably all have to get used to it one way or another. While Paramount could always opt to modify Sonic's new design, this overly human look is probably there to stay, especially with the film approaching theatrical release in less than a year. Sonic the Hedgehog is
supposed to be racing in theaters 8. Did you enjoy Jhonen Vasquez's sick burn on a blue barter, or are you actually a fan of the new Sonic design? Let us know in the comments below and be sure to follow Don't Feed the Gamers on Twitter and Facebook to be notified of the latest game
news and 24/7 entertainment! For more titles recently shown on DFTG, check out the following few news stories: Nickelodeon Animation Studios From each show to get a nostalgic reboot, Invader Zim is ranked pretty low on the list. Not because we didn't want it – absolutely, 100 percent
we did. But the Nickelodeon cartoon has always been a show adapted for a much older audience, owned by a network that never knew what to do with it. It took more than 10 years, but it turned out that Nickelodeon finally realized that years after years of fan outsuasion, strong
merchandise sales and comic book revivals meant invader Zim was really something special. A television film based on a short-lived series is in To be honest, we still can't believe it. Invader Zim was the kind of show destined to be loved by a certain nih, cable TV anomaly for which we
should be grateful that we ever got any episode. This was evident even before it was broadcast to anyone familiar with its creator. Cartoonist Jhonen Vasquez developed the play for Nickelodeon, who was looking for a show at the time that was distorted somewhat older. Vasquez was
perfectly suited for that kind of terrain; His business card is an alt-comic hit called Johnny the Homicidal Maniac. Johnny the Homicidal Maniac was clearly something the children's network wanted on its channel. Jhonen Vasquez Vasquez's work is defined by his pitch black sense of humor,
angular artistic style and penchant for horror both psychological and physical. Johnny The Homicidal Maniac gives most of these elements with its title, but the creator cleverly toned down violence and metaphysical jokes for children's TV. Much of the rest of his obsessions followed him from
the underground comic book scene to the big-budget, big network prestige. I'm not adjusting anything, except limiting certain vocabulary and a certain freedom of visuals,'' Vasquez told the New York Times in March 2001, just before invader winter premiered. That's kind of why I went with
that. It's interesting to be equally bizarre and equally funny, but not to use the things I used before. Pilot Invader Winter was then shocking to watch, as it is now. It aired right after the wacky, reckless Pretty Oddparent, a show that was piloted on Nickelodeon for several years before its
official premiere. Invader Zim was his opposite: He played an extraterrestrial antihero who wanted to take over the world, with a comedy derived from how stubbornly bad he was at achieving that goal. For example, one of the main conceits of the show was that Zim felt he had to present
himself convincingly as a human child in the service of his goals. But Zim had a sci-fi weapon at his disposal, making him a legitimate threat of some kind - and inspiring at least one legitimate enemy on an otherwise listless Earth in the form of one of his classmates, a young, amateur
paranormal investigator named Dib. It was all set in half an hour focused on the story, unlike anything that had ever been aired before on Nickelodeon. Invader Zim had the villain at its center, years before Breaking Bad and Mad Men popularized that dramatic convention for adult audiences.
As a character, Zim was largely unlikable; The show's color palette was narrow and hostile, and the show's overall design - grime-covered interiors, trash-covered streets, on-screen TVs full of screaming ads - caused viewers to be turned off. While jokes could easily be around the high cries
of Zim's useless robotic companion, Giro, the comedy was. Was. often come from much darker places, such as harvesting organs from living children and outbreaks of lice and characters slowly turning into sensitive sausages. Dib wanted to kill Winter after all; it's not usually a topic of
children's TV. Dib and Zim: mortal enemies. Nickelodeon Animation Studios Vasquez sees it differently. Perhaps all classical animation is based on something more sinister than we like to think, he told The AV Club in 2013. I don't know if that was ever explicitly stated on the show, but I
think it's always been a big gg, he said. As powerful as you are, you're still just a kid lobbing explosives at each other. I think it's classic animation, like Bugs Bunny. It's an incredibly violent, incredibly angry, vindictive, back and forth fight. Nickelodeon first went on television with some more
mature programming in that vein, certainly; slapstick-y and scatological Ren and Stimpy were not intended only for children. Invader Zim was different, because he walked that line what is considered suitable for children and what is not far more graceful. There were some elementary school
students who fell hard and fast for the show, while their siblings - or parents - found a reason to please Nickelodeon again. This all sounds positive, doesn't it? Well, Invader Zim only lasted one and a half seasons out of a total of 27 episodes, so, spoiler alert: The series was quickly
canceled. Nickelodeon aired the Christmas special in December 2002. Vasquez gave his idea of what happened years later on his website. I could have continued with variations of the brightest reasons why the show was canceled, but in the end, even I couldn't give you the whole and
accurate truth of why the series was pulled, he wrote in a lengthy 2010 post, nearly eight years after the series ended. The most likely culprits are simply the ratings and the sheer cost of the show, which was monstrously expensive at the time, especially compared to the more modern flash-
based savings festivals. The rest of the post - a must-read for fans - gives an alternative reason: that a corpse that accidentally ended up in invader Zim animation studio turned out to be Nickeloden execs. It's a joke... a very, very dark joke. Such is the humour of Invader Winter, after all.
These types of jokes sat very well with genre-focused Gap affiliate Hot Topic and its devotees. If he has anyone to thank for reviving Invader Winter, that would honestly be Hot Topic. In the early 2000s, Hot Topic was in a commercial step, and Invader Zim became perfect for store racks of
black and purple T-shirts, depressing slogans and their customers' obsessions with mortality and obscurity. His artistic style sat well with piles of Edward Gorey and Tim Burton Mench. Invader The afterlife was long and healthy due to Hot Topic's gluttony of Giro, Dib and Zim-themed merch.
(Gaz, Dib's disgruntled video game-obsessed sister, was another favorite.) Vasquez poked fun at the prominence of his retail series many times. @rikkisimons @Target HELL? INVADER ZIM merch that is not only GIR and is sold in a store other than Hot Topic? WHAT DIMENSION IS
THIS?! — Jhonen Vasquez (@JhonenV) September 9, 2016 Vasquez and his fellow creators also reportedly had little to do with hot topic's favorite version of Winter, possibly even those introduced to the franchise before they ever saw the episode. He told IGN in 2004 that he would not be
able to do so. Nickelodeon retains the rights to the property. For years, Nickelodeon seemed interested in exercising these rights on a limited basis. His sister site, Nicktoons, aired the show in reruns for several years; Much of the second season burned down in 2006, four years after the
show's official cancellation. But Invader Zim has been away from television for many years. People who grew up watching it, people who bumped into it during their complicated pubescence, people who happened to do it while scrolling through channels - all continued to hold the show as a
bastion of network television's most dangerous bet. Invader Zim has been both an inspiration and a warning similar to bold cartoon creators that nisy audiences can only carry the show until now. Fans have mourned this unexpected performance for years. Vasquez, however, returned to its
original medium in 2015. Invader Zim comics from Nickelodeon and Oni Press are published on a semi-regular basis, and while they don't have the same adoration as a TV show, each release is a high-profile release. Strengthening influence in this familiar space was a smart move, and it
seems that more than three years later, Nickelodeon came out as willing to take another chance on the show. The return of the conqueror Winter is not dated. The tiny teaser hints that production staff will continue to work on the idea of conventional children's programming. Who knows what
these veheeries will fail to do - will this film tie up some loose ends, or simply be an act of fanservice? For many fans, both options sound pretty good after 15 Zim-less years. Years.
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